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I am deeply grateful to the Army Research office for the support of my

research for close to three decades. This support has enabled me, together

with my students to engage in significant and challenging research. This in turn

has enriched my career in many ways, including teaching, research and

professional practice. I am now approaching a new phase in my life after nearly

forty years of teaching and research and if I can be of help to the Army Research

Office in any way, I hope you will let me know.

Sincerely,

PwcLC4.a Fr-e uteLstýn,
(Prof.) Ferdinand Freudenstein
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PART A

RESEARCH OF PROFESSOR F. FREUDENSTEIN
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM STUDIED

This involves the extension of the creative design methodology which
has been previously developed (i.e, the creative design of mechanisms
according to the separation of kinematic structure and function), so as to include
both rigid-body elements, as well as elastic, inelastic, stretchable and
intermittent elements, with applications to the design of robotic end effectors.

SUMMARY OF THE MOST IMPORTANT RESULTS

(a) THE COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF ROBOTIC END EFFECTORS
WITH RIGID. AS WELL AS ELASTIC ELEMENTS (DON LIN GRADUATE
STUDENT) AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR).

This research concerns the design analysis of robotic end effectors via
Lagrangian mechanics, including inertia forces, viscous damping forces,
frictional drag, energy dissipation and joint reactions, (including both rigid-body,
as well as elastic, deformable and intermittent elements). This involves the
research of Don Lin (doctoral student) and the principal investigator. The
analysis utilizes Lagrangian multipliers and force/torque analysis for the
determination of the external and internal forces and torques of the system. The
computation involves a set of 54 simultaneous equations in as many unknowns,
the analysis of Coulomb friction being nonlinear, in view of the motion reversals
which may occur. Hence continuous monitoring of the forces and their
directions is required. The resulting analysis thus yields preloads, internal
forces, frictional drag and energy losses. In turn, this information is highly useful
in the performance optimization of these components. In this connection an
application has been investigated involving an industrial type of cutting
operation involving a cutter in combination with a four-bar dwell mechanism
and a geneva type of intermittent-motion mechanism. By way of example of an
unexpected insight, we have discovered that the type of screw (male or female)
can affect the directions of the frictional forces - a seemingly elementary, but
hitherto unused insight. And by treating the gripper dimensions as variables
minimum frictional energy loss can be achieved.

(b) NEW ROBOTIC ACTUATOR CONCEPT #1 (HONG-JEN CHEN
(GRADUATE STUDENT) AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR)

In the course of our research a new robotic end effector or actuator
concept has evolved, which we call the cylindrical actuator (and which we have
reported to the Army Research Office). Figs. 1 a, b illustrate this concept. The
actuator has two degrees of freedom (rotation and translation about and along
the cylinder axis) and the following characteristics:

1. Multiturn variable - pitch cylindrical cam.
2. Reversible actuation.

4
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FIG. la: CYLINDER GEOMETRY
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FIG. I b: ROBOTIC END EFFECTOR AND/OR ACTUATOR
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FIG. 2: CAM-TYPF ACTUATOR
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3. Can be used in a variety of robotic applications.
4. Can be motor driven or hand actuated.
5. Positive motion in both directions.
6. Does not require a return spring.
7. Can be used to get into "inaccessible" regions.
8. Can be designed for desired displacement vs. time functions

(i.e,. a controlled variable - pitch displacement).
9. Excellent dynamic balance.

10. Can be designed for positive oscillating and/or return motions.
11. Has a minimum number of parts.
12. Applications include manufacturing, paper cutting, material

cutting, food slicing and others.
13. There are also potential military applications, as well as

machining applications involving boring, drilling and
turning.

Referring to Fig. la, let A(x,y,z) denote a general point on the cylinder
with origin at 0 and coordinate axes as shown. Using polar coordinates (r,q),
we then have:

x = r cose
y = r sine

and z = axial displacement.

The cylinder motion can then be analyzed for displacements, velocities
and accelerations, while for prescribed cylinder motions the corresponding
helical cam curve can readily by synthesized.

(c) NEW ACTUATOR CONCEPT #2 : THE CAM ACTUATOR (HONG-JEN
CHEN (GRADUATE STUDENT) AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR).

In the course of our research it became evident that while cam-follower
systems are not usually associated with robotics, they can also be
advantageous in the area of robotics. The classical Hrones model for cam-
follower systems in the case of a horizontally translating cam with a vertically
moving roller follower is shown in Fig. 2 in which A-A is the cam curve and B-B
is the trajectory of the center of the follower. For a given cam curve we have
obtained closed-form algebraic solutions for follower displacements, velocities
and accelerations. Such a deveiopment in cam design is both innovative and
useful, since it permits the computer-aided cam profile optimization in the
design stage. When it is realized that cam followers can also be used as robotic
actuators and that sophisticated cam curves are increasingly synthesized and
analyzed algebraically (for effective design automation), their usefulness in
robotic applications is likely to show a corresponding increase.

6
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(d) SENSITIVITY STUDIES

This involves a new concept in sensitivity studies: the development of a
quantitative approach to the optimization of tolerances (in engineering drawings
of mechanical components and systems) in the design stage. The basic
principle can be explained qualitatively as follows. Suppose we consider a
two-dimensional mechanism with turning pairs and sliding pairs and one
degree of freedom. In the presence of tolerances, clearances and offsets we
can replace the turning pairs and sliding pairs by ball joints and other element
pairs, (such as cylindrical pairs) in many cases, such that the mechanism is
converted to an equivalent three-dimensional mechanism without tolerances or
clearances. The difference between the displacements of the original and the
derived mechanism will then be a measure of the effect of the tolerances and/or
clearances involved. The Appendix summarizes the basic principles involved.

If I may be excused for what may seem a peripheral comment, I might add
that to the extent that my technical career has been creative, it has on several
occasions led to concepts seemingly unrelated to the particular research
involved at the time, but it has always surfaced after a period of deep thought.
In conclusion I wish to express my deep gratitude to the Army Research Office
for the challenging and thoughtful research assignments which I have received
in the course of apprcximately twenty-five or more years.

6. LIST OF PARTICIPATING SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL

(i) Mr. Hong-Jen Chen (Graduate Student)
(ii) Mr. Don Lin (Graduate Student)
(iii) Professor F. Freudenstein (Principal Investigator)

ADVANCED DEGREES EARNED WHILE WORKING ON THE PROJECT:

(i) Hong-Jen Chen: M. Phil. - May 1993
(ii) Don Lin: M. Phil. - Fall 1992 (Ph.D. expected December 1993)
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APPENDIX

A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH&-i TO- THE
[DT"FEWINATlON OF THE E=FECTS OF
JOLtEFýANCES AND CLEARANCES ON

THEc'~2~CE ETSCF MECiH'ANIS'-MS-

Thie c,-, an, t 1f cz-on or1 th"Le =fIeec, ts cT ftot1e r~O a:-,dSSa:cr c 1e a CanSes in
nechanismms constivt-ies a ccmp:ieaX PrccIMen. Cre;vthýere is no ter hc

can cuan tify thl-ese eftec~zz arnd hIencz the quality cil devsrns wvtimoeane n
c~ea=rances rermains a mmatter of juitoernent and exo;eniencs. It is welkontha:
al: h1ich so eer-S, irnoac: anoC- ineral iorcezs cZan te veryV hich, whiie if no

c~arncsar crmrc merec"namniýn wiH 6.i in d. k . is diiernmna beltween th
two -=x:mer=s (to-es co h a sz;rncie sciu:~n

One accrcach,, hcweve-., wrch has oz t the pic: invest::'atcr
involves the fclcin tinkinc.

A

Cc,-s',er, focr exarni-i, casze of asn~ in Fc. '7 It- is weil
r',icwn that any point. P, cn ti-e floa:ino link dsezo-ýee- an eilipse, (arid Fig. 3ý is
twc-i rne nslo n al)

Suppose, however, that the traie-c-tori-es cf points A 2and in their
rescecýtve -Et1iders is not quite co-cianar, i.e.: the siiders are off-set by a simail
distance, e, say as shown in Fig. 31b (exaggerated so as to be c.ea=riy visible).
The question then arises as 'to the nature of the tmajectory of the mi-d-paint F cf
AB, say. In this case we replace the two prismatic pairs associated with the
sliders by two ball joints (S, and SO), where SIA = AS2 .
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The mechanisms has now become a three-dimensional mechanism with
the offset dimension, e, exaggeratec so as to make the na-ure of he mcdeiing,dear. The trajectory of point A has changed. In this speciai case it can beclear. Thet thaec-cr of poin L,,•i s ~fr
shown ,that the tra,;ectOry of point A remains elliptical, but h"at it is a dfferent
ellipse.

In the ceneral case, as is to be expected, the analysis is more comdpex,
but could be evaluated numericalýily in our opinion in many cases. The
development of ,uch technology could, we believe constitute a valuable tool in
the design optimization of thetdlerances in mechanical components and
systems, so Mat in addition to experience (which wiil always be essential) a
quantitative estimate for the effec:s of tolerances and clearances could be
developed. This in turn can lead to the rational optimization of tolerances in the
design stage.
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PART B

RESEARCH OF DR. DAVID A. HOELTZEL
AND GRADUATE STUDENT
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM STUDIED

We have undertaken the development of a planning system shell for
mechanical design. The objective of developing such a shell is to create a
computer-based model of machining process planning and mechanical
assembly planning that can be invoked during the early stages of the
mechanical design process. The expected outcome of this research is the
development of an Al-type planner (software-based in LISP with an X-
Windows-based GUI) capable of providing guidance to mechanical design
engineers on manufacturability of the machines they are designing. The system
is to be used in a concurrent engineering environment for evaluating
machinability and assemblability of mechanical designs during the early stages
of the design process.

SUMMARY OF THE MOST IMPORTANT RESULTS

The system which is actively under development is called PLASM
{Planning System Shell for Mechanical Design}, and incorporates a planning
engine based on nonlinear planning theory and constraint-based reasoning.
The representation scheme for the planning engine uses productions and
structured inheritance (SI) networks. The irput to the planner is a feature-based
geometric product model. The output from the planner is a set of manufacturing
operators and sequential constraints.

The system generates a trial machining plan and assembly plan for a
geometric model. The nonlinear planner detects conflicts in the manufacturing
process plan and suggests resolutions for them for the generation of the final
machining and assembly plans. The overall system architecture is shown in
Figure 4. Specific details concerning the planner are discussed in our paper
entitled "A Nonlinear Machining Process Planner for Concurrent Mechanical
Design" which is to be presented at the 1993 ASME Design Automation
Conference.

We have also undertaken an analysis of the computational efficiency of
nonlinear planning in comparison with linear planning, and have determined
the conditions (problem size) for which nonlinear planning becomes more
efficient than linear planning.

Finally, we are currently writing an additional paper based on this
research concerning the development of a knowledge base for machining
process planning.

12
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